Abstract--It is shown that the variable power singularity of the strain field at the crack tip can be obtained by the simple technique of collapsing quadrilateral isoparametric elements into triangular elements around the crack tip and adequately shifting the side-nodes adjacent to this crack tip. The collapsed isoparametric elements have the desired singularity at crack tip along any ray. The strain expressions for a single element have been derived and in addition to the desired power singularity, additional singularities are revealed. Numerical examples have shown that triangular elements formed by collapsing one side lead to excellent results.
INTRODUCTION
Zak and Williams [l] and Cook and Erdogan [2] have shown that when a crack is normal to a bi-material interface the strain singularity is r'-I with 1(0 < i < 1) the lowest root of the characteristic equation depending on the elastic constants of the two materials. The accurate numerical solution of problems involving a crack tip singularity r'-' requires an accurate modeling of the singularity. Various methods for generating variable power singular elements have been developed have shown that isoparametric elements with a suitable choice of position of the side-nodes adjacent to the crack tip can introduce any required singularity (,I -1). The advantages of the isoparametric element are that the displacement compatibility is satisfied throughout the region and there is no need of special crack tip elements. However, the strains of the quadrilateral isoparametric elements have the singularity only on two sides of the elements. Based on the investigation of El Abdi and Valentin, this paper shows that the variable power singularity of strain field at the crack tip along any ray can be obtained by a simple method of collapsing the quadrilateral element into a triangular element and adequately shifting the side-nodes adjacent to this crack tip. The detailed strain expressions of the singular element have been given and in addition to desired power singularity r'-', additional singularity r2' _ ' for the quadratic element and singularities rzl-', r"-' for the cubic element are revealed.
Numerical examples are given to demonstrate the applicability of the collapsed isoparametric elements for perpendicular interface crack.
QUADRATIC ISOPARAMETRIC ELEMENT
Consider a quadratic isoparametric element
Niui,
where N, are shape functions and are given by [9] . Corner nodes N, = --{<I -5)(1 --?)(I +< +r]),etc.
Mid-side nodes
Without loss of generality consider the collapsed triangular element, together with the mapped unit element in the transformed plane, shown in Fig. 1 . We have x, = x4 = x* = 0, y' = y4 = y, = 0.
Assume xs=Cxx*, x,=51x3. (9 Substituting (3), (4), (5) into (1) and collecting terms we get The least-squares method can be used to determine do vafues for various L values by satisfying condi tion 181
Equation (6) (1 -k)sin8 +fk tw+-tane,)c0se
Similarly we have Yamada et al. [IO] have given the same relation between Cartesian coordinates x, y and the parametric one 5, q by intr~u~~~ singularity mapping. From (8) and (9) we get
where Substituting eqn (IO) into eqn (8) we get 
09)
It can be seen that the strains have r-l, r'-' and r2'-' singularities along any ray. When the constraints ul = u, = u,, and aI = v, = vg are imposed strains have r2*-' and r*-' singularities. The term r2'-' is nonsingularity for 212 -I > 0.
CUBIC ISOPARAMETRIC ELEMENT
Consider now the cubic, 1Znode isoparametric element x = f Nix,, y = f N,y,
i= I i-l where shape functions are given by [9] . Corner nodes
Mid-side nodes
When one side of the quadrilateral is collapsed the triangular element of Fig. 2 
Substituting eqns (22) (23) (24) into (20) and collecting terms yields
The least-squares method associated with a simplex method [8] 
To reduce K from the displacement data the following equation was used with crack perpendicular to the interface. Int. J. Engng Sci. 10, 611-697 (1972) .
From the e factor K/a P uation the normalized stress intensity
